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Definition, estimation and limitations of the
dominant frequency in intracardiac
electrograms
Abstract: Intracardiac electrogram recordings during atrial
fibrillation (AFib) are characterized by irregular rhythms and
complex morphologies. Hence, analysis in the time domain
is a difficult task. The so called dominant frequency DF is a
spectrum based approach that aims at finding the most relevant
frequency in a signal providing information about the rate and
dynamics of AFib. However, in recent years various studies
reported controversial results regarding the clinical relevance
of the DF. In this work, a definition of the DF at a fundamental scale is proposed as the rate at which action potentials are
triggered in atrial cells. The most common method to estimate
the DF in literature, labeled as DF Spec , is examined in comparison to the proposed definition. A signal processing study
using synthetic signals verified that the DF Spec is stable for all
changes in morphology of atrial activations. However, it is also
demonstrated that the DF Spec becomes unstable for variations
above 20 % in the cycle length of a signal. Spectrum based DF
estimation should be interpreted in a critical manner and is not
advisable for study endpoints or clinical markers.

Electrograms recorded during AFib are characterized by irregular rhythms and complex morphologies making analysis
in the time domain a difficult task. To analyze the rate and
dynamics of AFib, researchers started to investigate AFib in
the frequency domain. The so called dominant frequency DF
is a spectrum based approach that aims at finding the most
relevant frequency in the spectrum which represents the atrial
activation rate. The DF became a technique used for a wide
range of applications in research and clinical treatment [1, 2].
However, in recent years various studies reported controversial
results and the DF became an issue of ongoing debate [2]. The
clinical relevance of the DF and the correct way to estimate it
are still not known.
Up to this date, no general definition of the DF is accepted. Most commonly, the DF in literature is defined as the
outcome of certain mathematical calculations but not at a fundamental scale. The controversy of the DF might be caused
by the different approaches and their differences in signal processing.
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1 Introduction
Atrial fibrillation (AFib) is the most common cardiac arrhythmia affecting 1-2 % of the population. It is associated
with increased mortality and prevalence is rising. The diverse
pathophysiological mechanisms are still not completely understood. When drug treatment is not effective, ablation therapy
based on electrophysiological investigations is the next step.
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2.1 Definition and estimation of the DF
In our context the DF is an approach that aims at reflecting
the rate of local atrial excitation which is related to their cycle
length CL. Thus, at a fundamental scale, we could define the
DF as the rate at which an action potential is triggered in an
atrial cell. If this rate is not constant, the mean cycle length
1
could be used to calculate the DF = CL mean
. However, in practice during a clinical routine, it is not possible to measure the
action potentials of an atrial cell. Therefore, the recorded extracellular potential has to be used for this purpose. Two major
drawbacks of this signal are its noisy nature and the fact that
it captures not only the electrical field under the electrode but
also from its surroundings.
The method introduced by Jason Ng et al. [1] is the most
common method used in literature to estimate the DF of a signal. It is based on finding the peak with the highest energy
in the spectrum of a processed signal, further on labeled as
DF Spec . The signal processing of the DF Spec method consists
of 3 main steps:
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2.2 Signal processing study
To investigate the DF Spec method regarding the proposed definition of the DF, a signal processing study using synthetic signals was carried out in MATLAB. To conceive synthetic signals, single atrial activations were approximated with derivatives of Gaussian functions. n single atrial activations, with
n ∈ N, were combined with a defined CL. The morphology
of atrial activations was described further by peak to peak amplitudes A p2p , width of activation B and fractionation F. The
parameter F was introduced as the order of derivative of the
Gaussian functions to approximate complex fractionation. Table 1 shows the minimum, maximum and reference value for
each parameter. All signals were designed to have a duration
of 5.5 s and a sample rate of 953.674 Hz. An exemplary synthetic signal with reference values for all parameters can be
seen in figure 1 a). The signal processing study was set up
in two parts. The first part, labeled as ’Regular fibrillation’,
studied the effects of changes in the morphology of atrial activations with a fixed CL. Figure 1 b) shows an exemplary signal with varying F. The second part focused on the effects of
changes in CL and was labeled ’Chaotic fibrillation’. In both
parts all parameters were examined separately and in combination with deterministic and non-deterministic changes. In the
case of deterministic changes, the same values for a parameter were applied equally for all activations throughout a signal.
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Afterwards, an FFT is computed and the maximum in the
power spectrum is defined as the DF Spec . To improve the characteristics of the power spectrum, zero-padding and windowing are common techniques. For this research, the bandpass
filtering was adjusted from 5 % to 95 % of the energy of a signal to better fit its purpose regardless of different signal properties. The FFT was computed using a Hann window function.
All signals were zero-padded to the next power of 2 of their
initial signal length.
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Table 1: Minimum, reference and maximum values for all parameters for the synthetic signals. CL: cycle length, A p2p : peak to peak
amplitude, B: width, F: degree of fractionation.
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Figure 1: a) Synthetic signal with reference values for all parameters. b) Signal with variance in F. c) Signal with variance in CL. d)
Signal with variance in A p2p , F and CL

In the case of non-deterministic changes, uniform distributed
variance around the reference value of a parameter was added
leading to varying values throughout a signal. The variance
was increased in 1 % steps of the range between minimum and
maximum value. Figure 1 c) displays an exemplary signal with
varying CL. Simultaneously varying A p2p , F and CL can be
seen in figure 1 d). All tests which included non-deterministic
changes were repeated 1000 times.

2.3 Clinical data
The clinical data were acquired with written informed consent during ablation therapy at the Städtisches Klinikum Karlsruhe. The DF Spec was computed for 7 bipolar channels from
the coronary sinus (CS) in subsequent 5 s windows with 50 %
overlap. Time gaps between the data segments were discarded. The signals were recorded with a sample rate of about
953.7 Hz.

3 Results
3.1 Regular fibrillation
Deterministic and non-deterministic changes in A p2p , B, F
and their respective combinations did not show any influence
on the result of the DF Spec . For all tests, a DF Spec equal to
2.6776 Hz was obtained which was equal to the inverse CL
used to generate the synthetic signals. No deviations were observed.

4 Discussion

4

4.1 Signal processing study

2

Two conclusions were drawn from the signal processing study:
1. Changes in the morphology of a signal did not influence
the DF Spec .
2. Non-deterministic changes in CL led to increasing variance in the DF Spec .
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Figure 2: Due to increased variance in CL the DF Spec varies. The
variance of the DF Spec became substantially larger than the directly calculated DF = CL 1 .
mean

3.2 Chaotic fibrillation
Deterministic changes in CL showed that the DF Spec was dependent on the input CL precisely in the expected way. Nondeterministic changes in CL led to substantially larger variance in the DF Spec compared to the directly calculated DF,
see figure 2. The results for non-deterministic simultaneous
changes in all parameters were similar to the results with nondeterministic changes in CL only.

The rectification is the essential step of the DF Spec method,
shifting the maximum in the power spectrum of a periodic signal to its harmonic frequency f0 = DF regardless of its initial
location. Thus, changes in morphology do not alter the outcome of the DF Spec despite their significant influence on the
power spectra of unprocessed signals. Figure 4 illustrates how
the integral of the Fourier transform is maximized after the
rectification of a signal. Variance in CL leads to non-periodic
signals. The rectification of a signal does not necessarily amplify the peak at f0 = DF anymore, see figure 4 e) and d). To
determine, when the increasing of variability in CL results in
significantly different distributions of the DF Spec , a Wilcoxon
rank sum test was carried out. Each step of 1 % variance was
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Figure 3: The median DF Spec obtained from 7 bipolar channels
over the course of an ablation.
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Figure 3 shows the median DF Spec obtained from all 7 bipolar
CS channels.
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Figure 4: a) Positive and negative parts of a signal overlap with
the positive half wave of a cosine with f = f0 leading to a low value
of the integral in the Fourier transform. b) and c) Rectifying the signal maximizes the integral regardless of changes in morphology.
d) When a cosine with f = 2 f0 is applied, the negative half wave
of the cosine overlaps with positive parts of the signal leading to
a smaller value of the integral. e) Non-periodic signal overlain by
a cosine with f0 = CL 1 . d) After the rectification of non-periodic
mean
signals, positive parts of the signal overlap with the negative half
wave of a cosine with f0 not maximizing the integral.
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Two areas can be distinguished in figure 3. The respective signals for the first 1099 time windows display sinus rhythm (SR)
followed by signals recorded during AFib. However, the section of SR contains numerous unexpected high DF Spec values.
Taking window 430 as an example, a DF Spec = 9.19 Hz was
computed despite showing SR in all channels, see figure 5.
The DF Spec for the CS channels differs substantially, such as
DF Spec = 1.04 Hz for CS 1 and DF Spec = 9.19 Hz for CS 7. The
processed power spectra for CS 1 and CS 7 show several dominant peaks, see figure 6. Small variations in CL, making the
signal non-periodic, already reflect the limitation to 20 % variance in CL for the DF Spec method. Then, other variations in
the signals, e.g. in the morphology, can shift enough energy between the peaks. Estimating the DF by finding a certain maximum in a power spectrum containing several dominant peaks
is not reliable. Often study endpoints based on CL slowing in
AFib by 10 % or 6 ms [3] are used in literature. In addition,
Yoshida et al. states a critical decrease of ≥ 11 % in the DF
to be associated with a higher probability of maintaining SR
after ablation [4]. Two successive time windows from the AFib
section in figure 3 with corresponding DF Spec = 5.472 Hz for
window 1447 and DF Spec = 4.773 Hz for window 1453 are analyzed exemplary. The decrease of the DF Spec between the first
and second window corresponds to a CL slowing of 14.64 %,
exceeding both study endpoints and the ≥ 11 % marker. Regarding their respective locations in figure 3, it can be seen
that AFib continues after these windows. Meeting the above
criteria might just be caused by the apparent substantial fluctuation of the DF Spec during AFib.

Figure 5: Bipolar signals from the CS for time window 430.
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tested with a significance level of 5 %. For a variance of 20 %
in CL a p value of 0.0454 was computed.
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Figure 6: a) Processed power spectrum for CS 1 of time window
430. b) Processed power spectrum for CS 7 of time window 430.

5 Conclusion
The signal processing study demonstrated that the DF Spec is
a suitable approach that delivers the DF despite varying morphology as long as periodic signals are provided, e.g. for cases
like atrial flutter. However, for signals with more than 20 %
variance in CL, the DF Spec should be interpreted in a critical manner. This limits its usability for applications regarding
AFib. Study endpoints and clinical markers based on spectral
DF estimation are not reliable.
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